Bill Connolley, competent 'man on the job' for the advertising of the
S. C. Johnson Co,, calculated that (with no help from him at all) two or
more millions of dollars could not have bought the front pages in news-
papers and top-notch magazines which the building had attracted to itself.
And, the movie 'shorts' took it up and carried on.
The radio came chiming in. Meanwhile the stream of visitors from all
over the world went on and continues to go on to this hour.
Why? Because of something in the universal air, that's why. It was high
time to give our hungry American public something truly 'streamlined',
so swift, sure of itself and clean for its purpose, clean as a hound's tooth
—that anybody could see the virtue of this thing called Modern. Many
liked it because it was not 'modernistic', but seemed to them like the
original from which all the 'streamlining' they had ever seen might have
come in the first place. As a matter of fact, the word streamlined had been
first applied to buildings by the architect of this one.
It is a trifle hard to hit the bull's-eye every time all the while, and we
expected certain minor troubles to develop. They did, but mostly as ex-
pected—annoying of course, even so. But they were remedied eventually,
and also as designed. Nothing developed sufficiently important to mar the
integrity of the building as a whole which was lengthwise, crosswise, and
in cross section an Experiment in design and construction. An experiment
though, and mind you, in behalf of the S. C. Johnson and Son's Company,
All the time. There is an important difference between the merely 'experi-
mental' and a genuine experiment. The one may be a feeling for novelty.
The other is rationally based upon experience seeking a better way.
The Wisconsin Industrial Commission vexed us for some time, wouldn't
say yes and didn't say no to the plans. But I've learned since from contacts
with other building commissions in other states (let's say Missouri for one)
how sensible and considerate that Wisconsin Commission under Mr,
Wrabetz et al. was. This was partly, I believe, because Hib himself stood
up at the board meeting beside me and squarely told that commission that
he wanted that building that way and he was damn well prepared to stand
back of it to the limit. Finally, if we would agree to make tests as the
building proceeded, should the commission require them? we were told to
go ahead. We did make several important tests. We made them with such
startling and gratifying success that new precedents for reinforced coijr
crete construction were established. The Industrial Commission raised no
further objection.
When I went to the Tokio Building Commission (1914) for a permit to
build the international Imperial Hotel earthquake-proof, the Japanese
authorities enacted a scene somewhat similar. They couldn't say yes and
(Kcixiffc say no because they had never seen anything like the scheme pro-
jwg^j&t said—'Go ahead: we will watch you with the hope that you>
world-ftimous architect [deferential bows both sides] may have something
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